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We present the first results on searches for new massive resonances de-
caying to a top-antitop quark (tt) pair with the CMS detector at the LHC
in proton-proton collisions with a center of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV.
The data set considered corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 2.6 fb−1
recorded during the the first year of the LHC Run-2. Searches are per-
formed by measuring the invariant mass distribution of the tt system in
semileptonic and fully-hadronic final states. Dedicated techniques are
used to identify the decay of highly-boosted top quarks in order to max-
imize the analyses’ sensitivity for tt resonances with a mass above the
TeV scale. No significant excess is observed in the data compared to the
expected SM background and exclusion limits are set on the cross section
of a tt resonance in various new physics scenarios.
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The existence of new massive particles coupling to the top quark is predicted
by numerous extensions of the Standard Model (SM). Examples of such theories
include two-doublet Higgs models, theories predicting additional gauge interactions,
e.g. models based on technicolor, and models with additional space-time dimensions.
These new heavy particles could be observed at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN as resonances in the invariant mass spectrum of a tt pair. In this document
we report on the first results of two independent searches for tt resonances in pp
collisions at a center of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV with data collected by the CMS
experiment [1] at the LHC for a total integrated luminosity of 2.6 fb−1. One search
is performed on events with one muon or electron in the final state (semileptonic or
lepton-plus-jets analysis) [2], while the other targets events in which both top quarks
decay hadronically (all-hadronic analysis) [3].
Both searches are optimized to probe the existence of new tt resonances with
masses well above the TeV scale. This requires the use of dedicated techniques for
the efficient reconstruction of highly-boosted top quarks. In the case of the top quark
hadronic decay, this corresponds to using a method to tag large-radius jets comprising
all the decay products of the top quark decay and characterized by specific substruc-
ture properties. The two analyses make use of the same jet t-tagging algorithm,
based on two jet variables: the groomed jet mass determined by the softdrop algo-
rithm, shown in Figure 1, and the N -subjettiness ratio τ32 ≡ τ3/τ2 [4]. The t-tagging
selection is tuned to yield a t-mistag rate of approximately 3%.
The semileptonic analysis [2] selects events containing exactly one muon or elec-
tron, at least two high-pT jets and missing transverse energy. The lepton isolation
requirement is replaced by a selection based on the transverse momentum of the lep-
ton with respect to the axis of its nearest jet. This method is found to be the most
effective one to reject non-prompt and fake leptons from multijet production and pre-
serve the efficiency for leptons coming from high-pT top quarks. The full kinematic
reconstruction of the tt system is performed using the reconstructed objects in the
final state. For each event the best hypothesis is selected based on a χ2 discriminator
and an upper cut on the χ2 value is finally applied to reduce the contribution of non-tt
backgrounds. The main backgrounds in the final event sample are given by W + jets
and tt production. Both backgrounds are modeled with MC simulation and their cen-
tral predictions are corrected using data in dedicated control regions. The final event
sample is split in exclusive categories based on the number of b-tagged and t-tagged
jets in the event. Figure 2 shows the Mtt distribution in the two event categories
with the highest signal efficiency. Good agreement between data and background
expectation is found in the final Mtt spectra and no significant excess consistent with
the presence of resonant tt production is observed.
The all-hadronic analysis [3] selects events with a dijet topology, requiring two
large-radius high-pT jets both passing the t-tagging selection. The main backgrounds
in the final event sample come from QCD multijet production and tt production. The
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Figure 1: Distribution of the softdrop mass of large-radius jets with pT > 500 GeV,
|η| < 2.4 and τ32 < 0.69 for data and simulation in the semileptonic analysis [2]. The
simulation prediction is shown separately for jets matched (red) and not matched
(blue) to a top quark at generator level. The simulation error band includes only the
MC statistical uncertainty.
latter background is modeled with a next-to-leading order MC simulation, while the
former one is determined with a data-driven method based on the measurement of
the t-mistag rate in data control regions. The Mtt distributions are measured in six
exclusive categories with different signal sensitivities and background composition.
The categorization is based on the value of the rapidity difference between the two
jets (∆yjj) and the number of b-tagged subjets in the events. The Mtt distributions in
the two most sensitive categories, given by events with |∆yjj| < 1.0 and at least one
b-tagged subjet, are shown in Figure 3. No significant deviation from the expected
SM background is observed in the mass spectra of the reconstructed tt pair.
Since no evidence of resonant tt production is observed, the Mtt spectra are used
to set upper exclusion limits on the cross section of a tt resonance with a mass up
to 4 TeV in various new physics scenarios. These include models with a Z′ → tt
resonance with different width hypotheses and a Kaluza-Klein gluon resonance in
extradimensional models. Figure 4 shows the cross section limits set by the two
searches for one of these signal models. These upper cross section limits are also
recast in terms of lower limits on the mass of a tt resonance. This is shown in Table 1,
which also includes for comparison the corresponding limits set by the combination
of tt searches performed by the CMS experiment at
√
s = 8 TeV [5]. Despite the
limited amount of integrated luminosity, the lower mass limits set by these first Run-2
analyses are already competitive or even improved with respect to previous searches
thanks to the increased center of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV reached by the LHC.
In particular, the lower mass limits for large-width signals, e. g. Z′ resonances with a
width of 10%, are significantly extended.
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Figure 2: Post-fit distributions of the invariant mass of the reconstructed tt pair in the
semileptonic analysis for events without a t-tagged jet and with at least one b-tagged
jet (left) and for events with a t-tagged jet (right). The signal template shown in
each plot is normalized to a cross section of 1 pb. The uncertainties associated to the
background expectation include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The ratio of
data to SM background is shown in the bottom panel of each plot, where the statistical
(light gray) and total (dark gray) uncertainties are displayed separately [2].
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Figure 3: Post-fit distributions of the invariant mass of the reconstructed tt pair in
the all-hadronic analysis, for events with |∆yjj| < 1.0 and exactly one b-tagged subjet
(left) or at least two b-tagged subjets (right). Each signal template is normalized to
a cross section of 1 pb. The uncertainties associated to the background expectation
include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The ratio of data to SM background
is shown in the bottom panel of each plot [3].
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Figure 4: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section
times branching ratio for a Z′ → tt resonance with a relative decay width (ΓZ′/MZ′)
of 10%. Limits are shown for the semileptonic analysis [2] (left) and the all-hadronic
analysis [3] (right) as a function of the signal mass hypothesis.
Table 1: Observed mass exclusion range for the X → tt signal models considered
in the semileptonic and all-hadronic analyses. The corresponding values from the
combination of tt searches in CMS at
√
s = 8 TeV [5] are also shown.
Observed mass exclusion region [TeV]
channel Z′ (1% width) Z′ (10% width) Z′ (30% width) KK gluon
`+ jets (13 TeV) [2] 0.6− 2.3 0.5− 3.4 1.0− 4.0 0.5− 2.9
all-hadronic (13 TeV) [3] 1.4− 1.6 1.0− 3.3 1.0− 3.8 1.0− 2.4
combination (8 TeV) [5] 0.5− 2.4 0.5− 2.9 not tested 0.5− 2.8
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